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Looking Back 6 2021-07-14
in these beguiling essays on what lies beyond the fringes of philippine recorded history whether pointing out the laughing carabao on the margins of a
centuries old map or combing for shards of ming porcelain on a coral beach ocampo reminds us that the endless gathering and joining and breaking
apart of apparently useless bits is after all what makes us what we are and connects us with others in their own quest for identity

Ethics in Health Administration: A Practical Approach for Decision Makers 2019-01-29
given the many advances in technology as well as the ongoing discussion of health care reform post affordable care act today s healthcare
administrators require a strong foundation in practice based ethics to confront the challenges of the current healthcare landscape ethics in health
administration fourth edition focuses on the application of ethics to the critical issues faced by today s healthcare administrators after establishing a
foundation in the theory and principles of ethics the text encourages students to apply ethics to such areas change regulation technology and fiscal
responsibility thoroughly updated the fourth edition includes 12 new contemporary case studies that encourage students to apply ethics a new chapter
on the ethics in the epoch of change stresses major changes in healthcare including the digital revolution population health ethics temptations and ethic
resilience other chapters have been revised to include new cases and more

Ancestral Diets and Nutrition 2020-11-19
ancestral diets and nutrition supplies dietary advice based on the study of prehuman and human populations worldwide over the last two million years
this thorough accessible book uses prehistory and history as a laboratory for testing the health effects of various foods it examines all food groups by
drawing evidence from skeletons and their teeth middens and coprolites along with written records where they exist to determine peoples health and
diet fully illustrated and grounded in extensive research this book enhances knowledge about diet nutrition and health it appeals to practitioners in
medicine nutrition anthropology biology chemistry economics and history and those seeking a clear explanation of what humans have eaten across the
ages and what we should eat now features sixteen chapters examine fat sweeteners grains roots and tubers fruits vegetables and animal and plant
sources of protein integrates information about diet nutrition and health from ancient medieval modern and current sources drawing from the natural
sciences social sciences and humanities provides comprehensive coverage based on the study of several hundred sources and the provision of over 2
000 footnotes presents practical information to help shape readers next meal through recommendations of what to eat and what to avoid

N-Heterocyclic Carbenes in Organocatalysis 2019-01-07
summarizing the emerging field of n heterocyclic carbenes used in organocatalysis this is an excellent overview of the synthesis and applications of
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nhcs focusing on carbon carbon and carbon heteroatom bond formation alongside comprehensive coverage of the synthesis characteristics and
applications this handbook and ready reference also includes chapters on nhcs for polymerization reactions and natural product synthesis

Dharma and Halacha 2018-08-15
this work provides an anthology of close textual readings and examinations of a wide range of topics by leading scholars in interreligious scholarship
and hindu jewish dialogue offering innovative approaches to categories such as ritual sacrifice ethics and theology while underscoring affinities between
hindu and jewish philosophy and religion

Apostle of the Crucified Lord 2017
this comprehensive widely used text by michael gorman presents a theologically focused historically grounded interpretation of the apostle paul and
raises significant questions for engaging paul today after providing substantial background information on paul s world career letters gospel spirituality
and theology gorman covers in full detail each of the thirteen pauline epistles enhancing the text are questions for reflection and discussion at the end
of each chapter as well as numerous photos maps and tables throughout the new introduction in this second edition helpfully situates the book within
current approaches to paul gorman also brings the conversation up to date with major recent developments in pauline studies and devotes greater
attention to themes of participation transformation resurrection justice and peace

Luke among the Ancient Historians 2022-05-24
for centuries scholars have analyzed the composition of luke acts presupposing that the reference to many accounts in luke s preface indicates the
written texts which served as the author s primary sources of information to justify this portrait of luke as a text based author scholars have appealed to
analogies with the text based authors dionysius of halicarnassus diodorus siculus plutarch and arrian luke among the ancient historians challenges this
portrait of luke s method through surveying the origins and development of ancient greek historiography in chapters on herodotus thucydides polybius
josephus and luke by focusing on the values and practices of ancient historians peters demonstrates not only that ancient authors following the model
of thucydides regarded the testimony of eyewitnesses as opposed to texts as the proper sources for historians but that luke emulated the values
practices and craft terminology of the contemporary historiographical tradition taking seriously the self presentation of luke as a reporter of
contemporary events who claims to write on the basis of eyewitnesses from the beginning and personal investigation this book argues against analogies
with text based historians who wrote about non contemporary events and instead situates luke within a portrait of the values and practices of historians
of contemporary events
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She Smiles without Fear - Includes Six-Session Video Series 2021-01-01
bible study with digital video sessions included find access code on back page of book many women live with anticipation but also great anxiety about
what the future may bring so they work hard to stay one step ahead of their worst case scenarios while they re focused on arranging a secure tomorrow
their fear strangles the peace joy and purpose from today with the proverbs 31 woman as a guide katy mccown takes readers on a five week journey to
discover how to find security in god s plans and confidence in his control mccown s bible study provides a fresh perspective of the proverbs 31 woman
to make her more accessible than ever before features 6 digital video sessions easily accessed online personal or group study with 5 weeks of personal
study segments to complete between 6 weeks of group sessions practical tools for overcoming anxiety and fear rooted in god s word a joy filled
invitation to move the weight of the world from your shoulders to god s

Collection Management Basics 2019-05-24
if the heart of the library is its collection this textbook provides the keys to the heart of your library alongside standards of basic principles and
processes you ll find practical guidance on everything from acquisitions to preservation managing collections in today s libraries is more complicated
and challenging than ever electronic formats new options for collaboration and sharing and the drive to use data for evaluation purposes are just a few
of the changes now driving collection management this updated edition of a classic text addresses changes in the field and provides a thorough
overview of what collection development specialists now need to know to effectively and efficiently manage processes that range from selection and
assessment to sharing resources handling challenges weeding and preservation readers will find increased coverage of technical services intellectual
freedom and censorship and collection policy development as well as budget development and tracking joint purchasing and negotiating with vendors
updates on e resources user needs assessment including data visualization and disaster management along with suggestions for further reading are
also included engagingly written and easy to understand this is a valuable text for students preparing for careers in public academic school and special
libraries it will additionally serve as a training resource and professional refresher for practitioners

Hawai'i 2019-03-14
relative to the other habited places on our planet hawai i has a very short history the hawaiian archipelago was the last major land area on the planet to
be settled with polynesians making the long voyage just under a millennium ago our understanding of the social political and economic changes that
have unfolded since has been limited until recently by how little we knew about the first five centuries of settlement building on new archaeological and
historical research sumner la croix assembles here the economic history of hawai i from the first polynesian settlements in 1200 through us colonization
the formation of statehood and to the present day he shows how the political and economic institutions that emerged and evolved in hawai i during its
three centuries of global isolation allowed an economically and culturally rich society to emerge flourish and ultimately survive annexation and
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colonization by the united states the story of a small open economy struggling to adapt its institutions to changes in the global economy hawai i offers
broadly instructive conclusions about economic evolution and development political institutions and native hawaiian rights

Rehabilitation of the Hand and Upper Extremity, E-Book 2020-01-14
long recognized as an essential reference for therapists and surgeons treating the hand and the upper extremity rehabilitation of the hand and upper
extremity helps you return your patients to optimal function of the hand wrist elbow arm and shoulder leading hand surgeons and hand therapists detail
the pathophysiology diagnosis and management of virtually any disorder you re likely to see with a focus on evidence based and efficient patient care
extensively referenced and abundantly illustrated the 7th edition of this reference is a must read for surgeons interested in the upper extremity hand
therapists from physical therapy or occupational therapy backgrounds anyone preparing for the cht examination and all hand therapy clinics offers
comprehensive coverage of all aspects of hand and upper extremity disorders forming a complete picture for all members of the hand team surgeons
and therapists alike provides multidisciplinary global guidance from a who s who list of hand surgery and hand therapy editors and contributors includes
many features new to this edition considerations for pediatric therapy a surgical management focus on the most commonly used techniques new timing
of therapeutic interventions relative to healing characteristics and in print references wherever possible features more than a dozen new chapters
covering platelet rich protein injections restoration of function after adult brachial plexus injury acute management of upper extremity amputation
medical management for pain proprioception in hand rehabilitation graded motor imagery and more provides access to an extensive video library that
covers common nerve injuries hand and upper extremity transplantation surgical and therapy management and much more helps you keep up with the
latest advances in arthroscopy imaging vascular disorders tendon transfers fingertip injuries mobilization techniques traumatic brachial plexus injuries
and pain management all clearly depicted with full color illustrations and photographs

The Dynamics of Political Communication 2017-10-19
what impact do news and political advertising have on us how do candidates use media to persuade us as voters are we informed adequately about
political issues do twenty first century political communications measure up to democratic ideals the dynamics of political communication media and
politics in a digital age second edition explores these issues and guides us through current political communication theories and beliefs by detailing the
fluid landscape of political communication and offering us an engaging introduction to the field and a thorough tour of the discipline author richard
perloff examines essential concepts in this arena such as agenda setting agenda building framing political socialization and issues of bias that are part
of campaign news designed to provide an understanding and appreciation of the principles involved in political communication along with methods of
research and hypothesis testing each chapter includes materials that challenge us by encouraging reflection on controversial matters inside this second
edition you ll find expanded discussion of conceptual problems communication complexities and key issues in the field new examples concepts and
studies reflecting current political communication scholarship the integration of technology throughout the text reflecting its pervasive role in the
political spectrum accompanied by an updated companion website with resources for students and instructors the dynamics of political communication
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prepares you to survey the political landscape with a more critical eye and encourages a greater understanding of the challenges and occurrences
presented in this constantly evolving field

The Strategy of Denial 2021
why and how america s defense strategy must change in light of china s power and ambition a wall street journal best book of 2021 this is a realist s
book laser focused on china s bid for mastery in asia as the 21st century s most important threat ross douthat new york times colby s well crafted and
insightful strategy of denial provides a superb and one suspects essential departure point for an urgent and much needed debate over u s defense
strategy andrew f krepinevich jr foreign affairs elbridge a colby was the lead architect of the 2018 national defense strategy the most significant revision
of u s defense strategy in a generation here he lays out how america s defense must change to address china s growing power and ambition based
firmly in the realist tradition but deeply engaged in current policy this book offers a clear framework for what america s goals in confronting china must
be how its military strategy must change and how it must prioritize these goals over its lesser interests the most informed and in depth reappraisal of
america s defense strategy in decades this book outlines a rigorous but practical approach showing how the united states can prepare to win a war with
china that we cannot afford to lose precisely in order to deter that war from happening

The North Carolina Historical Review 2017
should christians be embarrassed by the book of revelation the revelation of john has long confused and disturbed readers the apocalypse of john
among its critics confronts the book s difficulties leading experts in revelation wrestle honestly with a question raised by critics should john s apocalypse
be in the canon alan s bandy was john intentionally confusing ian paul was john a bully alexander e stewart did john delight in violence dana m harris
was john a chauvinist külli tõniste was john intolerant to others michael naylor was john antisemitic rob dalrymple did john make things up about the
future dave mathewson did john advocate political subversion mark wilson did john misuse the old testament g k beale engaging deeply with revelation
s difficulties helps the reader understand the book s message and respond rightly the book of revelation does not need to be avoided or suppressed it
contains words of life

The Apocalypse of John Among its Critics 2023-07-26
new case presentations from the united states and around the world address ethical dilemmas across the practice of nursing new think about it boxes
present provocative questions within every case presentation new thoroughly up to date and well referenced content ensures material presented is
accurate new straightforward and conversational writing style makes content interesting and understandable new review questions on evolve allow
students to practice what they have learned new case studies on evolve help students apply the theoretical concepts they have learned new ask
yourself questions integrated into each chapter help students understand the relevance of the material new discussion questions and activities within
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every chapter encourage students to think beyond the theoretical new summary and highlights within every chapter make it easier for students to
thoroughly understand key elements

Ethics & Issues In Contemporary Nursing - E-Book 2019-09-26
build confidence and improve test scores success in nursing school starts here a complete review of core concepts 900 questions alternate format too
test taking hints and rationales for correct and incorrect answers a complete review of core concepts plus 900 questions based on the latest nclex test
plan build confidence and improve test scores from the beginning of nursing school master tricky alternate format questions even sata select all that
apply and develop efficient studying skills with test taking tips and rationales for correct and incorrect responses purchase this title new and get 150
additional questions online plus all of the questions in the book see what students are saying about the previous edition worth every penny i found this
to be helpful from the very first chapter i was able to apply the ideas to the very next test i took in nursing school and have found it changed the way i
view nursing school it breaks it down to the various types of questions asked and how to approach them it teaches you to brush aside the distracting
and unnecessary aspects of the questions and teaches you to hone in on what really is essential it even helps you break down the dreaded select all
that apply questions i highly recommend this book to any and all first year nursing students suzanne chick amazing the fa davis test success book is
amazing in lecture we re told how to deal with nursing questions but it can still be puzzling the test success book is wonderful and gives you examples
and explanations and then a practice test to use the test taking tips in and gauge your success nina durham technical community college great
techniques to know before starting school this has helped tremendously it breaks down the types of testing questions and gives hints on how to process
it and choose the most correct answer as well as ways to calm yourself on the day of the test and ways to prepare for test day if you have test anxiety
this will definitely help with calming your testing fears i ve read from several buyers of this book to read it before you start school and i definitely agree j
n moore

United States Code Service, Lawyers Edition 1936
becoming a multicultural educator developing awareness gaining skills and taking action focuses on the development and application of research based
curriculum instruction and assessment strategies for multicultural education in pk 12 classrooms this text answers the growing need to prepare
teachers to work with diverse populations of students in a way that is not just theoretical but readily applicable award winning authors william a howe
and penelope l lisi balance theory and research via numerous exercises reflective experiences and lesson plans designed to heighten readers cultural
awareness knowledge base and skill set the fully updated fourth edition is packed with new activities and exercises to illustrate concepts along with new
topics case studies and interviews additional sections tackle current topics in multicultural education including the disparate effects of covid the black
lives matter movement and the benefits of classroom diversity with the support of this practical and highly readable book readers will be prepared to
teach in culturally responsive ways develop a critical understanding of culture and its powerful influence on teaching and learning and feel empowered
to confront and address timely issues this title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package contact your sage representative to
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request a demo learning platform courseware sage vantage is an intuitive learning platform that integrates quality sage textbook content with
assignable multimedia activities and auto graded assessments to drive student engagement and ensure accountability unparalleled in its ease of use
and built for dynamic teaching and learning vantage offers customizable lms integration and best in class support it s a learning platform you and your
students will actually love learn more assignable video with assessment assignable video available in sage vantage is tied to learning objectives and
curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life watch a sample video now lms cartridge import this title s instructor resources into your school
s learning management system lms and save time don t use an lms you can still access all of the same online resources for this title via the password
protected instructor resource site learn more

Test Success 2020-01-31
the promise of a free high quality public education is supposed to guarantee every child a shot at the american dream but our widely segregated
schools mean that many children of color do not have access to educational opportunities equal to those of their white peers in integrations historian
zoë burkholder and philosopher lawrence blum investigate what this country s long history of school segregation means for achieving just and equitable
educational opportunities in the united states integrations focuses on multiple marginalized groups in american schooling african americans native
americans latinxs and asian americans the authors show that in order to grapple with integration in a meaningful way we must think of integration in
the plural both in its multiple histories and in the many possible definitions of and courses of action for integration ultimately the authors show
integration cannot guarantee educational equality and justice but it is an essential component of civic education that prepares students for life in our
multiracial democracy

Becoming a Multicultural Educator 2023-07-17
as nurses we hear about mindfulness all the time but what does that actually mean in practice in this book readers are invited into conversation to
explore how mindfulness influences palliative care nurses approaches to caring for themselves and others through experiences of living dying under the
guise of stress reduction and self care the assumption often made is that mindfulness can smooth out difficult experiences instead the objective of this
inquiry is not to bypass the practice of caring in those spaces that are really hard but to understand how nurses are working directly within them calling
out from the shadows and our bodies the intensity of palliative care nursing practice arises in this text a dialogue unfolds of nurses caring in deeply
meaningful practice environments while searching for ground that is perpetually shifting uncertain and fraught with suffering and strong emotion
integrating literature across nursing sociology and contemplative scholarship evocative stories from palliative care nurses lead in this conversation their
words in italics showing how they are guided into action through connection with in their bodies at other times stories show how nurses are taking
pause and drawing on various somatic practices to unravel entanglements that touch on their own humanity these stories also offer insight into how
systemic forces across educational and organizational institutions are either enhancing or constraining the way nurses engage mindfulness as a
relationally embodied ethic of care this insightful volume is not a how to guide rather it is a timely resource exploring approaches for palliative care
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nurses to care for themselves and others with mindfulness and compassion those seeking nuanced perspectives particularly in relation to embodying
mindfulness through suffering and strong emotion will be drawn to this text qualitative researchers studying emotionally sensitive topics may also find
inspiration in the narrative arts based and embodied methods that shape this inquiry

Integrations 2021-05-11
in this fiercely ambitious study meredith anne hoy seeks to reestablish the very definitions of digital art and aesthetics in art history she begins by
problematizing the notion of digital aesthetics tracing the nineteenth and twentieth century movements that sought to break art down into its
constituent elements which in many ways predicted and paved the way for our acceptance of digital art through a series of case studies hoy questions
the separation between analog and digital art and finds that while there may be sensual and experiential differences they fall within the same
technological categories she also discusses computational art in which the sole act of creation is the building of a self generating algorithm the medium
isn t the message what really matters is the degree to which the viewer can sense a creative hand in the art

Palliative Care Nursing as Mindfulness 2022-05-25
jesus said blessed are the peacemakers but in our increasingly polarized communities and nation where can a person of faith begin in reconciling places
pastor and scholar paul hoffman introduces laypeople and ministry leaders to a theology of reconciliation that equips christians to act as reconcilers and
bridge builders wherever they are and whatever issues divide their communities

From Point to Pixel 2017-01-03
education is about human flourishing and explores meaning purpose and values as a holistic and integral practice for developing sustained attention
and concentration education is profoundly antithetical to the market and it is not a technological domain the combination of markets and technology in
the pursuit of efficiency destroys the potential of education to help societies nurture well being this book dives deeply into the overlapping crises of
education today the author draws on decades of experience and many disciplines to celebrate the spirit of education and to frame it as a gift

Reconciling Places 2020-08-12
now in its second edition construction law is the standard work of reference for busy construction law practitioners and it will support lawyers in their
contentious and non contentious practices worldwide published in three volumes it is the most comprehensive text on this subject and provides a
unique and invaluable comparative multi jurisdictional approach this book has been described by lord justice jackson as a tour de force and by his
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honour humphrey lloyd qc as seminal and definitive this new edition builds on that strong foundation and has been fully updated to include extensive
references to very latest case law as well as changes to statutes and regulations the laws of hong kong and singapore are also now covered in detail in
addition to those of england and australia practitioners as well as interested academics and post graduate students will all find this book to be an
invaluable guide to the many facets of construction law

Education as Gift 2024-04-25
from the start of barack obama s presidency in 2009 conservative populist groups began fomenting political fractiousness dissent and surprising
electoral success the tea party was one of the major characters driving this story but as khadijah costley white argues in this book the tea party s ascent
to major political phenomenon can be attributed to the way in which partisan and non partisan news outlets branded the party as a pot stirrer in political
conflicts over race class and gender in other words the news media played a major role in developing cultivating and promoting populism s brand
particularly within the news spaces of commentary and opinion through the language of political marketing branding and promotion the news media not
only reported on the tea party but also acted as its political strategist and brand consultant moreover the conservative press acted more as a political
party than a news medium deliberately promoting the tea party and aiding in organizing headlining and galvanizing a conservative political base around
specific tea party candidates values and events in a media environment in which everyone has the opportunity to tune out tune in and speak back the
branding of right wing activism ultimately shows that distinctions between citizens journalists activists politicians celebrities and consumers are more
symbolic than concrete

東亞硏究所報 1942
why surrounded by screens and smart devices we feel a deep connection to the analog vinyl records fountain pens kodak film and other nondigital tools
we re surrounded by screens our music comes in the form of digital files we tap words into a notes app why do we still crave the realness of analog
seeking out vinyl records fountain pens cameras with film in this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series robert hassan explores our deep
connection to analog technology our analog urge he explains is about what we ve lost from our technological past something that s not there in our
digital present we re nostalgic for what we remember indistinctly as somehow more real more human surveying some of the major developments of
analog technology hassan shows us what s been lost with the digital along the way he discusses the appeal of the 2011 silent black and white oscar
winning film the artist the revival of the non e book book the early mechanical clocks that enforced prayer and worship times and the programmable
loom he describes the effect of the typewriter on nietzsche s productivity the pivotal invention of the telegraph and the popularity of the first televisions
despite their iffy picture quality the transition to digital is marked by the downgrading of human participation in the human technology relationship we
have unwittingly unmoored ourselves hassan warns from the anchors of analog technology and the natural world our analog nostalgia is for those
ancient aspects of who and what we are
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Construction Law 2016-07-22
the jewish struggle in the 21st century conflict positionality and multiculturalism is about the needs of the jewish community in the united states and it
addresses the lack of representation in the diversity and multicultural education classroom at the university level

The Branding of Right-Wing Activism 2018-08-02
this open access book discusses individual collective and institutional responsibilities with regard to vaccination from the perspective of philosophy and
public health ethics it addresses the issue of what it means for a collective to be morally responsible for the realisation of herd immunity and what the
implications of collective responsibility are for individual and institutional responsibilities the first chapter introduces some key concepts in the
vaccination debate such as herd immunity public goods and vaccine refusal and explains why failure to vaccinate raises certain ethical issues the
second chapter analyses from a philosophical perspective the relationship between individual collective and institutional responsibilities with regard to
the realisation of herd immunity the third chapter is about the principle of least restrictive alternative in public health ethics and its implications for
vaccination policies finally the fourth chapter presents an ethical argument for unqualified compulsory vaccination i e for compulsory vaccination that
does not allow for any conscientious objection the book will appeal to philosophers interested in public health ethics and the general public interested in
the philosophical underpinning of different arguments about our moral obligations with regard to vaccination

Analog 2023-01-03
how can colleges stay relevant in the twenty first century residential colleges are the foundation on which us higher education is based these
institutions possess storied traditions fondly cherished by students alumni and faculty there is no denying however that all colleges today struggle with
changing consumer preferences high sticker prices and aging infrastructure technological and pedagogical alternatives not to mention growing political
pressure present complex challenges what can colleges and smaller universities do to stay relevant in today s educational and economic climate in their
concise guide how to run a college brian c mitchell and w joseph king analyze how colleges operate widely experienced as trustees administrators and
faculty they understand that colleges must update their practices monetize their assets and focus on core educational strategies in order to build strong
institutions mitchell and king offer a frank yet optimistic vision for how colleges can change without losing their fundamental strengths to survive and
become sustainable they must be centers of dynamic learning as well as economic engines able to power regional state and national economies
rejecting the notion that american colleges are holdovers from a bygone time how to run a college shows instead that they are centers of
experimentation and innovation that heavily influence higher education not only in the united states but also worldwide
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The Jewish Struggle in the 21st Century 2021-04-12
in this book author svein olaf thorbjørnsen probes the question what is at stake for human beings in a society dominated by competition particularly
economic competition is competition endemic to human nature does it preserve the dignity and intrinsic value of the human being does it secure better
living conditions in a way the answer to these queries is a simple yes it can allow for superior satisfaction of fundamental needs legitimate self love and
self realization and encourage positive feelings upon mastering a skill at the same time however competition can also contribute to a strong
materialistic self interest and support classicism social ranking and elitism other human beings become only means to a personal success thus
jeopardizing fellowship and collaboration in a hyper competitive environment some of the same positive human values mentioned above self love self
realisation individuality and freedom can be viewed to pose a threat to the realisation of one s potential and to one s true humanity these competing
contradictory aspects of competition are presented and discussed from perspectives across varying disciplines from social anthropology and economics
to history ethics philosophy and theology

The Ethics of Vaccination 2018-12-28
cassius dio described his own age as one of iron and rust this study which is the first of its kind in english examines the decline and decay that cassius
dio diagnosed in this period 180 229 ce through an analysis of the author s historiographic method and narrative construction it shows that the final
books were a crucial part of dio s work and it explains how dio approached a period that he considered unworthy of history in view of his larger
historiographic project

How to Run a College 2018-01-15
this completely revised and updated edition reflects tremendous advances in theory research and practice that have taken place over the past decade
grounded in a relational view of infancy the volume offers a broad interdisciplinary analysis of the developmental clinical and social aspects of mental
health from birth to age three

What Happens to People in a Competitive Society 2020-01-24
women hold over half of all professional jobs today yet they represent just four percent of ceos in the s p 500 even worse that percentage has barely
budged in a decade that s where the influence effect comes in based on recent research by the authors of the new york times bestseller break your own
rules this book begins with the premise that when it comes to political savvy what works for men at work won t work for women packed with the authors
coaching insights and their big five strategies designed specifically for female executives this book guides women to break past political barriers and get
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right to what they really want influence authors kathryn heath jill flynn mary davis holt and diana faison make success far less complex helping women
overcome entrenched resistance to their ideas create their own access points to power and attract followers in a way that works for them they present
tools such as influence loops to organically increase influence personal scaffolding to grow a groundswell of support and scenario thinking a savvy twist
on strategic planning these and other smart strategies finally allow women to succeed on their own terms illustrated with dozens of engaging real
stories culled from the authors many years of coaching experience the influence effect moves women past the politics problem and offers a new path to
power actually it s more than a path it s a runway it frees women to take off in their careers on their own terms the influence effect will work for women
not because gender barriers will no longer exist but because they will no longer hold women back

An Age of Iron and Rust: Cassius Dio and the History of His Time 2023-03-27
citizenship within our current international system signifies being fully human or being worthy of fundamental human rights for some vulnerable groups
however this form of political membership is limited or missing entirely and they face human rights challenges despite a prevalence of international
human rights law these protection gaps are central to hierarchies of personhood or inequalities that render some people more worthy than others for
protections and political membership as a remedy lindsey n kingston proposes the ideal of functioning citizenship which requires an active and mutually
beneficial relationship between the state and the individual and necessitates the opening of political space for those who cannot be neatly categorized it
signifies membership in a political community in which citizens support their government while enjoying the protections and services associated with
their privileged legal status at the same time an inclusive understanding of functioning citizenship also acknowledges that political membership cannot
always be limited by the borders of the state or proven with a passport fully human builds its theory by looking at several hierarchies of personhood
from the stateless to the forcibly displaced migrants nomadic peoples indigenous nations and second class citizens in the united states it challenges the
binary between citizen and noncitizen arguing that rights are routinely violated in the space between the two by recognizing these realities we uncover
limitations built into our current international system but also begin to envision a path toward the realization of human rights norms founded on
universality and inalienability the ideal of functioning citizenship acknowledges the persistent power of the state yet it does not rely solely on traditional
conceptions of citizenship that have proven too flawed and limited for securing true rights protection

Handbook of Infant Mental Health, Fourth Edition 2018-10-04
music reflects subjectivity and identity that idea is now deeply ingrained in both musicology and popular media commentary the study of music across
cultures and practices often addresses the enactment of subjectivity in music how music expresses or represents an individual or a group however a
sense of selfhood is also formed and continually reformed through musical practices not least performance how does this take place how might the work
of practitioners reveal aspects of this process in what sense is subjectivity performed in and through musical practices this book explores these
questions in relation to a range of artistic research involving contemporary musical practices drawing on perspectives from performance studies
phenomenology embodied cognition and theories of gendered and cultural identity
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The Influence Effect 2017-11-06
this integrative volume proposes major revisions to the apa ethics code and works toward creating an ethics code applicable across psychology
psychiatry and related mental health professions careful analysis identifies theoretical and structural deficits in the principles and standards comprising
the existing apa code corrects its ambiguities and provides scientific and compare contrast illustrations to address current and potential controversies
arising from current gray areas proposed revisions are informed by the american medical association canadian psychological association and
international ethics codes emphasizing not only clearer language and diverse situations but also deeper conceptualizations of professional skills such as
decision making and client engagement ideally the resulting universal code would be more inclusive of evolving ethical challenges in increasingly
complex work environments and society included in the coverage comparison of the apa and cpa ethics codes proposing five core and five
supplementary ethical principles and their sub principles analyzing the apa s ethical standards toward revising the apa ethics code elucidating new
standards domains sub domains and meta principles culling lessons from the 2017 ama medical ethics code examining ethical decision making fallacies
biases and models proposing new concepts such as participatory ethics and psychological co regulation giving concrete and practical recommendations
toward revising the apa ethics code and creating a universal mental health ethics code an exhaustive text that spans clinical research teaching and
education domains revising the apa ethics code is essential reading for ethics scholars practitioners and the apa administrative and ethics committee
hierarchies these real world guidelines will help ensure that the mental health professions remain both modern and moral

Fully Human 2019
the routledge companion to humanism and literature provides readers with a comprehensive reassessment of the value of humanism in an intellectual
landscape offering contributions by leading international scholars this volume seeks to define literature as a core expressive form and an essential
constitutive element of newly reformulated understandings of humanism while the value of humanism has recently been dominated by anti humanist
and post humanist perspectives which focused on the flaws and exclusions of previous definitions of humanism this volume examines the human
problems dilemmas fears and aspirations expressed in literature as a fundamentally humanist art form and activity divided into three overarching
categories this companion will explore the histories developments debates and contestations of humanism in literature and deliver fresh definitions of
the new humanism for the humanities this focus aims to transcend the boundaries of a world in which human life is all too often defined in terms of
restrictions political economic theological intellectual and lived in terms of obedience conformity isolation and fear the routledge companion to
humanism and literature will provide invaluable support to humanities students and scholars alike seeking to navigate the relevance and resilience of
humanism across world cultures and literatures
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Performance, Subjectivity, and Experimentation 2020-07-10
canadians view their healthcare recognized throughout the world as an exemplary system as iconic and integral to their identity in toward the health of
a nation leslie boehm recounts the first seventy years in the life of one of the foundations of canada s healthcare system the institute of health policy
management and evaluation at the university of toronto boehm a graduate of ihpme and an instructor there throughout his career charts the institute s
history from its inception in 1947 as the department of hospital administration to the present day the first program of its kind in canada and one of the
few in the world the school was founded at a time when the issue of healthcare was becoming a significant part of national and provincial discussions
and policies initially concentrating on hospital management and professional degrees it has expanded to offer academic degrees and facilitate
important research into health systems policies and outcomes in toward the health of a nation boehm demonstrates the excellence of the program its
faculty and its graduates as well as their accomplishments in major government initiatives and royal commissions in the seventy years since ihpme s
inception healthcare has grown to become a major part of government and business activity and it will only increase in coming years an in depth history
of a major program in graduate health education toward the health of a nation highlights how important healthcare is to a modern functional society

Revising the APA Ethics Code 2017-08-31

The Routledge Companion to Humanism and Literature 2022-03-31

Toward the Health of a Nation 2020-10-22
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